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Abstract. We could take this subject as a mathematical project which is based on known 
measurement time and shadow vertex coordinate data, then solve the measurement location and date 
questions. We shall transform it into an optimal solution of the optimization problem, the constraint 
condition and objective function are same as sin subject 2, decision variable are longitude, latitude, 
date and height of the pole. 

1. Introduction 
Take the value of a set of longitude, latitude and date as the initial point. In three dimensional 

space(The X axis represents the longitude, the Y axis represents the latitude, and the Z axis represents 
the date), search in 26 directions with a certain step length. Then find an optimal direction to get the 
next basic point. Assuming a straight rod height between 1 m to 5 m, each height value of a straight 
bar can be obtained an optimal point and a value of the objective function. As for data of affix 2, we 
find out when the bar is 1 meters high, the objective function value is minimum, the most optimal 
point of the correspondence shall be: 89 degrees east longitude, and 36 degrees of south latitude. 
January 15th is the place and date of the request. According to data of attachment 3, we find out when 
the bar is 2.9 meters high, the objective function value is minimum,  the most optimal point of the 
correspondence shall be: 121.7 degrees east longitude, and 50 degrees of south latitude. May 16th is 
the place and date of the request[1]. 

2. Model assumptions 
a) Assuming that the sun's rays on the earth's surface are parallel to the light. 
b) Assuming that the straight bar is located in the ground plane。 
c) Assuming that the length of the straight rod is not affected by the external factors such as 

temperature, pressure and so on. 
d) Assuming that the earth is a ball, and place on earth level ground is the section of surface 

sphere to the plane. 
e) Without taking into account the refraction of the sun's rays through the atmosphere, the 

surface of the sun, the high mountain barrier, and the elevation and other factors. 
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3. Symbol Description 
Symbol Significance Symbol significance 

a  elevation angle of the sun ψ longitude 

   α solar aspect angle h Time of Beijing 

  δ declination E time difference 

  ω angel of equator and latitude L straight rod length 

        φ solar hour angle l Length of straight bar 

(xi,yi) latitude (xyesi,yyesi) Length of the shadow of straight bar 

4. Establishment and Solution Model 
Subject three can be taken as a mathematical project which is based on known measurement time 

and shadow vertex coordinate data measured at different times, then solve the measurement location 
and date questions. We could transform it into an optimal solution of the optimization problem, 
establish nonlinear programming model that takes longitude, latitude, and date as decision variable, 
and the position and the actual position of the shadow of the straight bar as the objective function[2]. 
4.1 Establishment of model    

The constraint conditions and objective functions of the model are the same as the 6.1 model. 
Decision variables are: latitude, latitude, and accretion, and a nonlinear programming model is 
obtained: 
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4.2 solution of the model 

For the extremum problem of single objective constrained that mentioned above, we shall take 
reference of the solution of subject 2. First, it is transformed into a single objective unconstrained 
extremum problem, and then use the improved search algorithm to solve the problem, the algorithm is 
described as follows[3]. 

Step 1：take an optional initial approximate point 1B , then explore with the initial basis point (the 
first basis point) 
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Step 2：choose a step length )4,3,2,1( ……=iiλ for each direction we search )3,2,1,0( ……=ipi  

Step 3：count 263,2,1),( ……=+ iBf ij λ  , from the very first basic point J, (J start from 1), if there 

is a ki = ，and it makes )( ijBf λ+  as minimum in No26, and )()( iij BfBf <+ λ
，then the basic 

point of 1+i shall be kjj BB λ+=+1 ，, proceed similar search near the 1+jB and try to find another 

basic point, if there is no i, the record the value of jB
，and move forward to step 4. 

Step 4：find the optimal objective function value )( jBf  by jB
；Take a certain length of step, then 

get a set of located in the interval value [ ]maxmin , LL ，find optimal objective function value of each  L, 

then compare these values and the Land jB  shall be the final optimal value of minimum value[4]. 
For the shadow vertex coordinates data, shall to write the corresponding algorithm program by 

taking help of MATLAB. The interval of height of straight bar is taken as [1,5], start the search by the 
initial point of 120 degrees in longitude, 20 degrees in north latitude and the date of 19th July, then we 
can get the height of straight bar is 1m, the location should be 89 degrees east longitude, south latitude 
36 degrees, and days for 46, which is 15th January, the search path in the program as shown in figure 
1[5]: 

For the shadow vertex coordinates data, shall to write the corresponding algorithm program by 
taking help of MATLAB. The interval of height of straight bar is taken as [1,5], start the search by the 
initial point of 120 degrees in longitude, 20 degrees in north latitude and the date of 19th July, then we 
can get the height of straight bar is 2.9m, the location should be 121.7 degrees east longitude, south 
latitude 50 degrees, and days for 136, which is 16th May, the search path in the program as shown in 
figure 2: 

 
Fig.1 Change of shadow length coordinate in different time(a) 
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Fig.2 Change of shadow length coordinate in different time(b) 

5. Summary 
In solving the nonlinear programming problem, the search algorithm based on the optimal 

direction, in a certain extent, improve the convergence speed, but in the solving process is easy to fall 
into local optimal solution, the solution is not accurate enough. 

The search scope of the bar is small, while the calculation of the algorithm is reduced, but it is not 
accurate enough. 
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